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Did it ever occur to you that human thought may be the cause of most of the challenges we 
face in the world today? Some problems are the result of natural disasters like earthquakes, 
tsunamis, droughts and cyclones. Most, however, are caused by people, and the way they 
behave towards one another and the environment. The problems of crime, wars, substance 
abuse, deforestation, pollution, depletion of the ozone layer and so on, all arise from the way 
people think, feel and act. At the core of this is an identity which is fragmented, rather than 
being a natural part of the whole. If you stop to think about it, it is undeniable that we all 
live in one socially, economically and ecologically interdependent world, but so much of the 
time we act as if only our own interests matter. Curiously, this is just as much the case for 
‘good’ people as it is for the ‘bad’ ones. We find ourselves putting our country (and our trading 
advantage), our community (and our local quality of life) and our personal career (along with 
our status and salary) ahead of others. This is an extractive way of relating to the world, where 
people want to know what they can get out of a situation rather than what they can contribute. 
Politicians stand for particular causes, but we find few statesmen who stand for the world.

The Pervasive Issue of Fragmentation

A significant shift in my own thinking occurred when I met David Bohm, a theoretical phys-
icist, who introduced me to the notion of pervasive fragmentation in human consciousness. One 
of the things that impressed me deeply was David Bohm’s distinction between parts and frag-
ments. Parts work together, like the various organs in the human body or the symbiotic rela-
tionship between flora and fauna in nature. Fragments are not meaningfully related; for 
example, neither a bottle nor a wristwatch, smashed with a hammer, is thereafter able to hold 
liquids or show the time, and the fragments cannot be reassembled to their former state. 
David’s observation was that human consciousness is suffering from widespread fragmentation.

With him I undertook an extensive private and experiential exploration into the nature 
and dynamics of human consciousness through agenda-free enquiries amongst large groups 
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of voluntary participants. That resulted in what we called Dialogue. The key discovery lay 
in the relationships between the immediate experience, memory-bound thought and 
thinking. We discovered that the way to coherence is through understanding, and thereby 
a common content of consciousness. 

Our early Dialogues were explorations into the roots of fragmentation in human con-
sciousness. We were not trying to reassemble the fragments. We wanted to move upstream 
towards the source, which is the existing state of participatory wholeness. This phenomenon 
of fragmentation is very widespread. It has been fostered by the influences of fundamen-
talism: nationally (resulting in wars between countries); ethnically (leading to persecution); 
culturally (promoting sexism and racism); and religiously (fostering inquisitions, crusades 
and jihads). In current times these trends are exacerbated by economic dependencies. 
Oil-rich countries tend to ignore or question the connection between burning fossil fuels 
and global warming. Others who derive less income from sales of oil are convinced this is 
the cause of the destruction of the atmosphere. There are many such problems. When you 
have any problem, you think about it to find a solution. But what if thought itself is the 
problem? This is the assumption we made and tested.

Thought is held in the memory, and in muscular reactions in the body. It is thinking 
from the past that re-presents itself automatically and rapidly. That is the basis of learnt 
response that is essential for everyday tasks, like crossing the street or driving a car. The 
emotions are included. What has been felt in the past represents itself rapidly too, often in 
the form of intuitive impulses. This is a difficult field for enquiry because so much of what 
appears to be spontaneous actually happens automatically and is prompted unconsciously. 
We realised that an agenda-free approach to our Dialogues was the only way to succeed with 
this difficult enquiry. No dos, don’ts, or rules to follow – simply a common and singular 
intention to understand how consciousness works. It quickly became evident that limited 
awareness is one of the main problems. We are hardly able to discern what is immediate, 
and what are ‘thoughts’ (past thinking) and ‘felts’ (past feelings) being re-presented rapidly 
from our memory of prior experience. In the physical body, the awareness of movement is 
called proprioception. It is how you find the light switch in a dark room where you cannot 
use sight. You may remember where the light switch should be, and you are proprioceptively 
aware of raising your arm to the right height and feeling for the switch with your hand, 
despite the fact you cannot see anything.

We recognised the need for a similar proprioceptive awareness of movements in  
consciousness – not just a reflective capacity to understand later, but an awareness of  
what is happening in the moment as it is happening. We found that almost all the reactions, 
misunderstandings and challenges within the Dialogue Groups were based on limited awareness 
of what was being thought or felt by the speaker and by the listeners. So we took the unusual 
step of encouraging people to say what was in their minds and hearts in order to establish this 
proprioception of consciousness. We did it in the moment, which felt particularly dangerous 
at times, and we explored it together – what we thought we knew, the assumptions we were 
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making, the responses and reactions, the implications, the sense of cynicism or reverence, and 
so on. We started to coin some jargon. Suspending all this (as a chandelier is suspended from a 
ceiling) openly and in words, enabled us to enquire collectively. It began to establish proprio-
ception, meaning an awareness of what was happening as it happened, along with a common 
content of consciousness and coherence within the group. Where some people talk about 
wanting to ‘go below the surface’, we rather talked about going upstream into more subtle areas 
where impulses originate, and first begin to take form. As one colleague humorously observed, 
“an idea coming towards you is very different from an idea moving away from you!” Not 
insignificantly, this kind of sensitivity also created a feeling of impersonal fellowship or com-
munion, a form of love that the Greeks referred to as koinonia.

I found these experimental Dialogues to be profoundly useful and I have applied the 
learning from them to address fragmentation in many sectors. During the three decades since 
that time I have worked with 30 or more individual commercial organisations, including 
small-to-medium-enterprises, and extensively with four different multinationals for four or 
five years each. I have supported environmental groups and Third-World development pro-
jects, trained consultants in top consulting groups, and introduced Dialogue as a consulting 
methodology to several MBA programmes. I am drawing on this broad range of experience 
to assert that Organisations Need Dialogue!

Subcultural Thought

In 1993, six months after David’s death, I started a Dialogue Group in a maximum-security 
prison. It came about through meeting Patrick de Maré, a colleague of David’s. Patrick 
believed Dialogue was the way to socio-therapy, and encouraged me to work with a student 
of his, a Probation Officer called Dave Parsons. This prison was a brutal and unfamiliar envi-
ronment, and a challenging opportunity to engage raw social fragmentation. Things matter 
deeply to people living and working in a prison, and there could be immediate and long-
lasting consequences as a result of what people said in the Dialogues I facilitated. I returned 
each week to meet with prisoners, staff and management in the prison, and there was feedback 
about the consequences of our previous week’s Dialogue. It would have been very difficult 
to determine whether or not the private Dialogues with David Bohm and a range of loose-
ly-related volunteers had any meaningful influence on society. But in the closed society of 
the prison it was easier to track the impact. Fragmentation was rampant, and any easing of 
it yielded immediate dividends. One Dialogue led to the resolution of a hostage situation 
elsewhere in the prison, and others over time led to deeply resistant prisoners asking to attend 
therapeutic classes. All led to greater awareness and respect between participants and a 
reduction of violation and violence.

This is where I learnt about the collective nature of thought, which is held in subcultural 
groupings. People’s beliefs are formed from things they have experienced, heard or read. 
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These give them the basic ‘facts’ that, formed through their logic, result in beliefs. I began 
to see that prisoners, officers and management, who were in the same Dialogue, each selected 
their facts differently. Also each subcultural grouping automatically used a distinct logic. So 
they believed different things from the same situation. I saw that what they noted in any 
situation, and how they interpreted it, was reinforced by their colleagues, even when it was 
illogical or incoherent. This is the essence of social fragmentation. Our Dialogues worked 
so well because the prisoners challenged the officers’ subcultural beliefs, and vice versa. They 
did this within the genuine and respectful containment of the Dialogue Group. These often 
blunt exchanges shifted the understanding and rapport between prisoners, security officers 
and other staff, and the participants gave weekly evidence of the consequences. It was here 
that I realised that a person’s identity is partly an individual story and partly a collective 
matter. People identify themselves with particular groupings, and these subcultural groupings 
hold one’s identity within collectively reinforced patterns of thought. Cultural change, I 
realised, is essentially about shifting the subcultural relationships and subcultural memory. 
That in turn affects the disposition of individuals and their behaviour.

This thinking was reinforced when, concurrently with the prison Dialogues, I was invited 
to help improve poor staff relations in one of the largest industrial complexes in Scotland 
where management and unions were in conflict. In this case there were four trade unions and 
three businesses operating on one site, and they were all at odds with each other. It was a 
complex fragmentation that led to endless, factious misunderstandings and misrepresentations. 
Members of each of the subgroups spoke with their colleagues and thereby reinforced their 
own beliefs and attributions whilst criticising the others. This could only be resolved by 
addressing different subcultural groupings separately, then bringing them all together. So I 
started to learn how to map subcultural groupings and how to use Dialogue to increase the 
awareness of interdependency so that they contributed as parts of a larger social system, rather 
than breaking it up.

Organisational Power 

The third significant leap for me began with the pattern of repeated reorganisations I was encoun-
tering in my commercial consulting Dialogue work. It had set me thinking. Each new leader 
reorganises, and each reorganisation is rarely completed before the next one starts. Then it dawned 
on me that although every organisation is different, they have features in common globally. So I 
began with the question: What do organisations organise? There are many possible answers, including 
work, results, work forces, investment, time, etc. My realisation was that fundamental to their 
structure is power. Organisations are essentially power structures. One thing they all organise is 
power. People within organisations are subject to authority and constraints within the power 
structure that determine what they can and cannot do. 

This power is delegated hierarchically in the form of decision-making authority, along with 
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the accountability for those decisions. 
Typically, the owners (voting share-
holders) delegate to the executive 
board. That board in turn delegates to 
managers, then perhaps through various 
levels to supervisors, and on to basic-
grade staff  members in a series of ver-
tical lines of power. These ‘power lines’ 
are the primary means of delivery, and 
they determine how the organisation 
functions. There may be diff erent dom-
inant power lines for diff erent products, 
services or geographies. They are often 
experienced as silos, where more 
attention is given to those above or 
below in the hierarchical line, than to 
what is required elsewhere or in the 
organisation overall. Those higher in 
the power line usually have more 
responsibility for the vision, strategy, 
policies, levels of resourcing and speed 
of change, whilst those lower down are 
often responsible for the planning, 
scheduling and the practical activities that determine timely delivery. Generally these vertical 
lines are competitive, because their heads meet at the executive board level where the critical 
decisions are determined. If there are limited resources, for example, the business lines will 
naturally compete for them.

Adding to the complexity, there are a series of lateral power lines that are often called 
functions. Each of them has representation on the executive board as well. These horizontal 
power lines cut across all the vertical power lines. They provide fi nancial, HR, legal, legis-
lative compliance, marketing, public relations and other ‘across-the-board’ specialist services. 
They are intended to be of service to all the vertical business power lines, but sometimes 
they are regarded as being primarily interested in their own (partially self-determined) 
remits, whilst constraining the performance of the main business delivery. The functions 
often depend on those people working within the vertical business power lines to achieve 
their targets, both to introduce and to monitor changing standards.

Despite being employed in the same organisation, those working in the vertical and lateral 
power lines have diff erent interests from one another. Those in the vertical power lines want 
the discretion to customise their services according to their clients’ needs and interests, and to 
best suit their various products, services, geographies and so on. They want the space to run 
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their business in what they see to be the most efficient, effective and profitable way. The lateral 
power lines, on the other hand, seek the economy of centralised specialist resources, rather 
than having them duplicated in every business unit and geography. They want records that 
prove compliance with industry legislation and they thrive on standardisation. Their power is 
often the power to say ‘no’. So throughout the organisation there is a tension between the 
lateral and vertical power lines. It is worth noting that this tension plays out in some way for 
every employee. The demands of the competing interests are a daily experience to be met and 
negotiated. Sometimes it is a matter of saying ‘yes’ to the demands from the vertical and the 
lateral power lines, knowing it is not feasible to satisfy both. Switching roles from lateral to 
hierarchical, or vice versa, is generally a real eye-opener to employees.

In my observation this is the typical situation for every organisation where there is more 
than one location, or more than the number of employees who can sit together in one room 
to address conflicting interests.

One solution is to design a matrix organisation of some kind, where individuals are given 
roles in both vertical and lateral power lines, but the conflicts still have to be reconciled at an 
individual level because it is inherent in the structure of any organisation. This inevitable 
conflict between power lines is a basic gripe of employees who, from their fragmented local 
perspective, believe that others (‘they’) are being unhelpful or unrealistic. Some managers spend 
a lot of time and energy trying to make people happy by attempting to minimise the tensions, 
rather than understanding the underlying cause. So, is the conflict a good or a bad thing? 
Skilful senior leaders will not try to remove the tension. They will instead value and balance 
the various power lines at play. These tensions could be likened to the guy ropes of a traditional 
tent. Slack guy ropes leave the canvas flapping in the wind, whilst a similar taut tension across 
them all manages the wind and rain far better.

It is when the tension, and resulting conflict, gets out of hand that an intervention is 
required. This is evidently the case when there is more ‘noise’ and ‘heat’ in some part of the 
organisation than work being done. Such a situation could be escalated into a senior power 
play and a directive from on high about how to proceed. The better means of resolution, I 
propose, is to gather a representation of all the affected staff into a multi-stakeholder (i.e., 
multi-subcultural) Dialogue. With everyone present and able to speak for themselves, it is 
feasible with a little skill to understand one another, to establish a common view about what 
has been happening and to agree the best way to proceed. This is one reason why Dialogue 
skills are needed in organisations – to resolve inevitable conflicts of interest. 

I call these kinds of representative forums Power Centres. There are two types of Power 
Centre. One is an Interface Forum that is placed in the appropriate part of the organisation 
to resolve the friction and misalignment between several of the vertical and/or lateral power 
lines. Who is in the room matters, and the clue to the absence of necessary people is when 
the conversation is about ‘them’ and ‘they’ are not in the room to answer for themselves. 
These Interface Forums can be convened wherever and whenever needed for a working 
Dialogue to establish or re-establish awareness, coherence and participatory respect. 
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The other Power Centre is the Executive Forum. There is always the need for the exec-
utive group to function as a Power Centre. That means that all the vertical and lateral power 
lines are represented in one forum, and everyone involved is required to wear two hats: one 
to represent the interests of their own particular power line, and the other to represent the 
interests and well-being of the whole organisation. Few organisations achieve this kind of 
versatility at the executive level because of the competing organisational and personal 
interests in the room, but those that do benefit enormously.

A further phenomenon to note is the shifting emphasis between centralised and de- 
centralised decision-making and power. Each new leader, making his or her mark through 
a reorganisation, will move more in one or other direction. Moving more power into the 
centre will give him or her more immediate control, tends to favour the lateral power lines 
and results in greater standardisation, more reporting, less local discretion and a more 
directive culture. Making such a change can improve the performance of a loose organisation 
where everyone is accustomed to doing what they prefer. The other direction is to decen-
tralise because the businesses are too constrained and spend too much of their time facing 
and answering to head office. They know their market, their clients and their products or 
services, so let them get on with their business! We set the targets and policies centrally, and 
they deliver the goods in whatever way they find works best. This clearly adds strength to 
the vertical power lines, and can feel liberating for the majority of staff, who sit in these 
power lines, and can improve the morale and performance.

One cannot do both, however, so there tends to be a pendulum swing – from decentralised 
vertical power line dominance to centralised, lateral power line dominance, and then back again 
every few years. This pendulum swing costs time and money. People are expected to reorganise 
themselves whilst still doing their normal day job. Changing roles and, often, reducing head-
count, adds to the anxiety and tension. A more balanced state is preferable and more sustainable, 
so as well as using the Power Centre Dialogues as a remedial intervention, they can be pro- 
actively positioned at key nodes across the power structure of the organisation and at an appro-
priate frequency. As the Power Centres are used less reactively and more proactively, they can 
maintain this balance by designing early responses to changing external market conditions.

Why Professional Dialogue Is Necessary

The essential point to make is that every organisation of any size will inevitably suffer frag-
mentation. This is not necessarily because they are badly managed or poorly led, but because 
of the inherent power structure of organisations per se. The specialisation they depend on 
– and reward – encourages employees to become increasingly competent and experienced 
in one particular area of service and at the same time to have less awareness and hence less 
understanding of other parts of the organisation in which they work. Careers develop 
accordingly, resulting in silos. Typically, in any organisation I have come to know as a con-
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sultant, employees in nearby rooms at the head office have little to no understanding about 
what each other do, let alone how they may be impacting each other.

It is worth pausing to consider how widespread organisations have become. In the past 
century, as agriculture has become mechanised, populations across the world have moved from 
rural locations into the cities. Organisations have proliferated to manage the more concentrated 
mass of humanity to such an extent that this could be called ‘the age of organisations’. We 
earn our living wages through organisations – or our investment interest, pension or govern-
mental support. We depend on organisations to hold and transfer our money, to process our 
credit card payments and to issue us with banknotes. We buy our food through supermarkets, 
shops and delivery organisations. We fly in aircraft, or travel in trains and cars on rails and 
roads made by organisations. We are educated in organisations and buy our entertainment and 
holidays from organisations. We pray in organisations. Many of us are born, and will be cared 
for and die, in organisations – with even our funeral being arranged by an organisation. Organ-
isations are now the pervasive universal phenomenon. Along with this is the widespread need 
to address aspects of inevitable fragmentation within those organisations. So clearly the need 
for Professional Dialogue is also pervasive!

As users, customers or clients we have come to expect that different parts of an organi-
sation we are dealing with do not talk to one another, and we know that there is always a 
potential gap between the communication of our needs and the service provided. These 
failings are now so common that commercial organisations allocate substantial funds to pay 
noncompliance fines, people do not expect political parties and governments to act in each 
other’s interests or for the well-being of the whole, and we watch debate and disagreement 
in the media as the norm rather than the exception.

The good news – and saving grace – is that this ubiquitous problem of fragmentation is 
the same problem being replicated everywhere. It appears in many guises, but the way 
through fragmentation to the existing state of participatory wholeness is not complicated. 
It does require understanding, skill, disposition and commitment. That is what we are in 
the process of building in the Academy of Professional Dialogue.

Addressing Organisational Fragmentation: Working Cases

The practical development of Professional Dialogue in an organisational setting depends on 
the context and history, as I hope these three working cases will bring to life. The first case 
describes the development of a Power Centre (an Interface Forum) to address subcultural 
fragmentation. The situation had a long history. At the outset, members of the various 
management and union groupings were pleased to recite this history of being wronged by 
each other. It took almost a year to get the relevant groupings into the room and into Dia-
logue together. The resulting forum ran monthly for years and became a generative, for-
ward-looking Dialogue that delivered significant results across a large workforce.
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The second case describes the steps we took towards creating a Dialogic Organisation, 
something that includes but goes well beyond a ‘learning organisation’. The initial Power 
Centre was with the Executive Leadership Group, and then extended to include the whole 
organisation of several hundred people in an open and fully informed, ongoing consideration 
of the future of the organisation. The final case shows the power of creating an Executive 
Leadership Power Centre from the very inception of an organisation, before its official launch. 
This was a master class in executive leadership alignment and the business results were evident.

A Dog’s Breakfast
A Partnership Forum within a Scottish Industrial Complex

In the late 1990s I had a call from the colleague of a manager on one of the largest industrial 
complexes in the UK to see if I would be willing to provide some help regarding industrial 
relations. Margaret Thatcher had decimated the power of the trade unions in the UK during 
her time as Prime Minister, but her first Labour Party successor, Tony Blair, had made promises 
to the unions in return for their support to get his party back into government. Those unions 
that had retained certain levels of membership and activity would have the automatic right to 
return to the collective bargaining of their pay increases. Historically, each round of bargaining 
had been long, drawn-out and fraught with problems for the site, causing extreme industrial 
relations tensions. The four unions on site all met the necessary criteria of support and antic-
ipated, with relish, the approaching return to collective bargaining.

I worked with a former business partner, Bill Isaacs, on the initial meetings, whilst some 
months later he moved on to other work in the US (where he was based) but retained a direct 
interest. I returned to the site monthly over the following three years. During our first inter-
views of the three business unit leaders we found that they were concerned about the return 
of collective bargaining and had little respect for the union leadership. There was friction 
between the three of them, and they had different reporting lines back to their London head 
office. The HR manager, whose remit included industrial relations across all three businesses, 
was in a difficult position managing their conflicting interests. Next we discovered that there 
were four unions in the complex, each holding considerable animosity towards the man-
agement, as well as fighting openly with each other. (This is what, colloquially, the English 
call a dog’s breakfast. The saying refers to the leftovers from the previous day’s meal dropped 
into the dog’s bowl for his breakfast. It implies a completely disorganised mess.)

It was clear that we would make no progress without first establishing agreement between 
the three leaders, so we went off-site with them to stay in a country hotel for a couple of 
days. The informal setting helped, along with the fine Scottish roast beef served with Bor-
deaux wine at a private table for five on the first evening. They did not trust the union 
leaders and wanted pre-emptive negotiations for a settlement before the collective bargaining 
rights were resumed. They had some ways to apply pressure to try to achieve that. It seemed 
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naive to us (“Wouldn’t the unions realise what you are trying to do?”) and it avoided the 
primary problem that was one of poor relationships. Our alternative was a radically open 
partnership with the unions. As we talked together and learnt more about the history of 
the site, and their personal situations, we made headway. By the second evening we had a 
reasonable agreement to pursue a partnership approach. We sensed the possibility of 
regression, however, and asked each of them to put in writing their willingness to attempt 
an open partnership with the unions. Two did so the following day, whilst the third pro-
crastinated and took nearly a week before finally agreeing in an email. But it worked, and 
the agreement held through the rest of the intervention.

The door was now open for us to engage the senior Leadership Team, including all the 
key managers on site, in order to develop their collective thinking and disposition to a 
partnership approach. We did this partly through the introduction of Dialogue skills – which 
inevitably led to the spirit of partnership – and partly through themed Dialogues. This in 
turn gave us the permission to engage the unions.

Asking the leaders for free access to their extended organisation was a key test of confidence 
and trust. They gave it, and we invited every union official on site to meet with us in one 
large gathering. There had never previously been such a meeting, and who knew what might 
happen? In retrospect, we did not do adequate preparatory work, and we were lucky to get 
through that meeting as well as we did. Separate interviews with more of them would have 
helped. As we entered the room there was an argument already under way between the dif-
ferent factions of the four unions represented by the 35 people in the room. They were more 
interested in arguing with each other than engaging us, and immediately proposed that we 
leave. They then proposed we meet them in several different groupings. It took skilful nego-
tiation to stay in the room, and then to make our case for a different approach to their 
upcoming collective bargaining and relationship with management. Their broad Scottish 
accents were not always easy to understand, but we impressed them sufficiently to be taken 
seriously, and to remain in the room with them to explore the options going forward.

The next step was to get management and union in the same room, but in a spirit of 
Dialogue rather than one of debate or negotiation. It came right down to picky disagree-
ments about seating, with the unions refusing to attend unless they sat at tables, rather than 
the circle of chairs we preferred. This was a strong indicator of both a lack of confidence 
in the process and a jockeying for a power position. I came up with an ingenious solution 
by finding eight long but narrow desks, which I put in an octagon with three people seated 
at each desk. We had the symbolic circular seating we wanted where no seat was more 
important than any other, whilst they had the tables they demanded.

We discovered that a significant portion of the workforce (over 30%) was not represented 
by the unions, although they were awarded the same pay increases that were negotiated by 
the unions. So we established their representation in the emerging Partnership Forum. Their 
elected officials called themselves ‘The Independents’. So we now had three groupings, and 
this gave the chance of hearing a third perspective whenever things deteriorated into a debate 
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between management and union. I created a structured feedback process to address the 
problematic subcultural beliefs. Management, Unions and the Independents each wrote two 
flip charts to present to the other two groups. Each sheet had two parts: a) what they liked 
and wanted the other group to keep doing or do more often, and b) what they did not like 
and wanted them to stop doing or to do in a different way. These requests were read aloud 
and the flipchart sheets were physically given to the relevant other grouping. Everyone heard 
all the feedback, then departed with their two flip charts of written feedback from the other 
two groups, to consider them in a private room. They had an hour to prepare their 
responses. It was eye-opening how often the feedback they had in writing was still misheard 
or misunderstood, and how often the new proposals to address the specific feedback points 
were ineffectual. We had round after round of feedback and response. The flip charts were 
handed to others with increasing respect, and new working practices emerged that everyone 
supported. So we began to shift the subcultural thought, and began a process of thinking 
together to establish a common understanding in a practical way.

Eventually we had a forum that met for a day each month. It had representation of the 
senior managers and leaders from all three businesses, all four unions and the non-unionised 
independents. It had taken over a year to convene the Dialogue! I described an image for the 
workings of this Dialogic forum, comparing its dynamics to playing cards. In a traditional card 
game each of us is trying to win, so we carefully hide our cards from each other then use our 
aces and trumps at critical moments to do so. In this Partnership Forum, I proposed that we 
all lay our cards face up on the table in front of us so that everyone can see everyone else’s 
cards as well as their own. Then we work together to find the best way to play the cards to 
everyone’s advantage, and to nobody’s disadvantage. Surprisingly, there is always a way, I 
emphasised. Collective bargaining was reintroduced, and the negotiations took place according 
to the new rules. The spirit of engagement was completely different from in the past. People 
managed their responsibilities in a way that recognised the needs and interests of others, and 
little of the past tensions, criticisms and recriminations remained.

The Partnership Forum proved able to address serious issues. On one occasion the 
company had several safety incidents involving explosions, which are extremely dangerous 
in a petroleum environment. The matter was raised under Parliamentary privilege in the 
House of Commons and appeared across the media as a matter of public concern. In the 
past, leaked union revelations would have been designed to embarrass or hurt the leadership 
at a moment of vulnerability, and a little of that did happen, but not much. The opportunity 
was taken to invite the local Member of Parliament to attend the next Partnership Forum 
monthly meeting, which he did. He was last to speak in the opening check-in and was 
clearly impressed to see the entire site working together effectively. It was a completely 
different situation from what he had anticipated, and it had been surprisingly easy to provide 
him with a well-informed perspective.

There were other factors that enabled this intervention to work so well. A confident 
ex-union official (since promoted and now an independent) who was well-informed about 
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management, union or independent ranks alike, accepted a full-time role supporting indus-
trial relations. That gave me an internal facilitation partner. Secondly he, along with the 
HR manager, one of the business leaders, one of the union leaders and others joined our 
nine-month Leadership for Collective Intelligence programme. Bill Isaacs and I were both 
on the faculty. This meant the practical changes I were realising on the ground we reinforced 
by substantial Dialogic skill development. 

By the time I moved on, the Partnership Forum was a self-sustaining Power Centre within 
the working of the industrial complex. It addressed day-to-day issues of practice, reviewed 
policies and fed into strategic planning. The impact of market and business developments 
were understood and accommodated proactively rather than reactively, and it was a fine 
example of key subcultural groupings functioning as parts of an organisation rather than 
working in fragmented silos.

How Boring Can You Get?
Trinidadian Integrated Planning and Scheduling

The first time I flew to work with a client in Port of Spain, Trinidad, there was an executive 
from the UK head office of the same multinational oil and gas company on the flight. I had 
been introduced to him in the airport lounge just before departure, and on arrival we  
travelled together to our hotel. I had been invited to introduce Dialogue for ‘better com-
munication’ amongst the 250 staff in the business there, which I thought was a rather weak 
brief. I preferred to be more directly tied into the operations. When I heard that he was 
there to introduce a new planning process, I thought ‘how boring can you get?’ He enquired 
whether the Dialogue process could help the introduction of his work, and so a little reluc-
tantly I explored the idea with him. I was surprised, because during the following couple 
of years we completely turned around the performance awareness of that business.

I began with a series of introductory sessions to get the Leadership Team familiar with a 
range of Dialogue skills. They were responsive individually but didn’t function particularly 
well as a team. Because of transfers, a number of people had joined or left the team. They 
were not of a common mind, engaging each other at a rather superficial level. So an internal 
change person and I together designed an open feedback process. We met with the extended 
Leadership Team of around 75 for a day-long, off-site retreat in a large hotel meeting room. 
Each of the Leadership Team members was seated with his or her own direct reports around 
a table that displayed its team name (such as ‘Finance’, ‘HR’, ‘Exploration’ or one of several 
‘Operations’ teams). We asked the teams to write feedback letters to other teams. They 
looked around the room to identify which of the other ten or so teams they wanted or 
needed to address, conferred about what should be said, and how best to say it, then col-
laboratively wrote their letters to those other teams. The letters were put into envelopes, 
addressed and delivered to the other teams around the room. They were either appreciative 
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thank-you letters or requests for a change of some kind, and it was clearly stated which 
team was the author of the letter. Each table in turn read its correspondence from the other 
teams aloud, so everyone heard all the feedback given. Inevitably, HR had the largest 
mailbag. It was fun, engaging and serious. We had broken through the politeness. The com-
munication lines were starting to flow between the silos and functions, reducing the earlier 
fragmentation that had kept them from talking together more seriously. The planning 
executive, who attended and enjoyed the session, was now convinced I could help the intro-
duction of his new planning process, so we worked together on doing just that.

His idea was that every division, department or function would have its own plan, owned 
by a member of the Leadership Team. This plan would have four stages: an eight-year stra-
tegic display that showed proposed options for that part of the business; a two-year plan of 
committed delivery, since their capital expenditure was fixed two years out; a three-month 
schedule of defined activities; and a one-day operator’s schedule for daily coordination. The 
eight-year and two-year stages would each be displayed on a single sheet of paper, whilst 
the three-month and one-day schedules would be held in a computer programme to enable 
detailed coordination of multiple activities. Schedule coordination was critical because much 
of the activity occurred offshore on platforms accessed by helicopter or boat, and was 
managed in a confined space with limited staff.

The starting point was the eight-year plan. The senior executive, the internal consultant or 
I spoke individually with each Leadership Team member about what was required. Some found 
it a simple matter to put their thoughts about the next eight years onto a single-page timeline. 
Others were seemingly clueless, and clearly worked on a purely reactive basis. Yet others realised 
how interdependent they were. The IT, HR and procurement requirements, for example, were 
contingent upon the business developments that lay in other people’s plans. We coached them, 
explored options with each of them and helped them to form a clearer strategic view. The 
two-year plan would be easier, because their budgets had been allocated, but these would be 
tackled later, once the larger picture was clear. This preparatory exercise vividly showed how 
inherently fragmented organisations are because of the decision-making power lines. Previously, 
each made their own plans separately, and presented them to the CEO to be signed off. That 
meant the CEO was unwittingly the integrator of the many disparate activities.

The whole Leadership Team was together for a day in one room. We took a full day to 
see, understand, support and challenge the eight-year strategic plan of each Leadership Team 
member. They presented their plans one at a time and heard everyone’s response. It was a 
tough experience for many of them, with their limited vision and their lack of significant 
proposals laid bare. The group was genuine in its support and challenge, and there was a 
kindness in the room, partly because each one knew they would have their turn. The CEO 
was unusually forthright at times, and some new options began to percolate. By the end of 
the day, an overall picture and common content of consciousness was emerging for the first 
time in the group. It revealed some large holes in the sustained profitability of the business 
unit, given the contracts they were chasing, and this significantly altered their investment 
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proposals for the period four or five years out. Everyone was asked to revise their eight-year 
plans on the basis of what they had seen and heard. Coaching was now being requested by 
those who most needed it. A couple of weeks later, these new eight-year plans were circu-
lated, and the teams began crafting their two-year plans.

Achieving the kinds of changes in awareness and coordination we were making had 
clearly required that I have a good rapport with the CEO and his full trust. I deliberately 
created an executive coaching relationship with him. I offered to do a Deep Cut interview 
with him, involving an audio-recorded, two-hour interview based on questions sent in 
advance, and with further ones added live. This proved particularly effective with this CEO 
(“I love your questions!”); as a result we worked together well. (In fact, our work together 
later led to developing a formal partnership between the company and the Ministry of 
Security to address violent crime in Trinidad.)

The CEO was socially adept and amiable, as well as being successful in significantly 
growing the business. He had strong support from his workforce, who looked forward to 
his performances at the town halls and other large venues where, in a theatrical way he 
combined vision, practice and humour (which in Trinidad can be quite risqué). He was what 
I call a ‘circular thinker’. That is, he did not go straight to the point he wanted to make, 
but instead circled around before landing near it. This was very effective in large meetings 
because on the way round he picked up and included the many different interests and styles 
of people in the room. It had not, however, served him so well in coaching the senior staff 
members reporting directly to him. In looking at this with him, we saw that the strategic 
plans were an absolute godsend. So when he sat down with one of his direct reports he now 
did so with the eight-year and two-year plans on the table. Everything he needed to talk 
about was on those two sheets, and if the Leadership Team member wanted to talk about 
some other option, he would ask why it was not in the strategic plan. He had easy access 
to a detailed focus, which sat within an integrated plan before him.

What he did next was quite radical. He made the eight-year and two-year plans available to 
all employees on the company’s intranet – and he didn’t just make them available, he had days 
where they were posted on the wall and people were encouraged to walk around the room and 
get familiar with all of them. Members of the extended Leadership Team were on hand to 
explain the plans and to answer questions. When he put the plans on their intranet, he included 
a request for anyone to contribute their observations, proposals or concerns to the relevant team. 
There was no excuse for anyone to be uninformed or to lack feedback. The IT team, for 
example, could see what developments were coming and when, so they could support the data 
processing and communication needs. They could accumulate requirements across the business 
to acquire better systems, and so on. Individuals could explore changes in career paths. Most 
importantly, everyone could see the long-term viability and profitability of their business, all 
of which was dependent on them playing their part in the delivery. It cut across the norms of 
organisational power structures that generally inhibit what people are allowed to know or to 
talk openly about. It was fast becoming what I would call a Dialogic Organisation.
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A Business Established on Professional Dialogue Principles
European Fuels Marketing

Shortly before Christmas in 2006, a global fuels marketing executive requested that I facil-
itate a critical team meeting about reorganising their operation. In the few days between 
Christmas and New Year I interviewed his direct reports in preparation for that meeting, 
some by telephone and others in their London offices, including a precise and pleasant 
Turkish executive. He had joined the company through his earlier employer being acquired, 
and he still felt himself to be a bit of an outsider. Within 15 minutes of our first meeting 
he asked me if I would coach him. I liked him, thought I could help and so accepted his 
proposal. In the reorganisation he would be in charge of the European operations.

We developed an understanding that I would coach him and his Leadership Team through 
the initial years of establishing his European organisation. We began monthly team meetings, 
preceded and followed by coaching sessions with him, and we had three of these monthly 
meetings before the inception of his business. They were for two days each, and during 
these meetings we formed the team and developed a vision, strategy and plans. We aimed 
to hit the ground running, and did so. Our formal launch took place in Barcelona, where 
we rented Gaudi’s apartment for a black-and-red dinner jacket dance. The goal was to have 
a leaner organisation than the one it replaced, and to increase sales turnover and margins 
whilst reducing costs, which again is what we did. There was a decision not to have a head 
office building; instead, the European leader gathered his Leadership Team in a different 
country office each month. These offices ran from Portugal to Poland, from the UK to 
Turkey and everywhere in between, and it was good for each hosting office to meet the 
various country and central functional leaders personally. And it was a fun team – we cel-
ebrated Christmas and acknowledged people’s successes. 

The most significant success factor, however, went well beyond these welcome qualities. 
It lay in the decision-making process. We did what I have never seen done before by a team 
with such a broad geography: we met together in a different country for three full days 
every month. Given preparation work and travel, that took the best part of a week out of 
each month. People said you might do that for the business set-up, but it could not be done 
on a sustained basis. But we did, and it worked remarkably well, because every Leadership 
Team member was in the room for every significant executive decision made. As a result, it 
was very rare that a decision needed to be revisited or reworked. This was a simple solution 
to organisational fragmentation – a Power Centre at the executive level.

After finalising the vision, strategy and plans, we worked on contingencies. We took the 
view that it was quite predictable that something unpredictable would happen in the market-
place to affect the business. So we brainstormed half a dozen of the most extreme scenarios 
we could imagine. We then worked out contingency plans for what we could do to survive 
or even benefit from such an occurrence. The aim was to produce a set of levers that could 
be pulled if needed to change the trajectory of the business. These covered all parts of the 
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business, were quite specific, and covered shorter and longer-term options. The availability of 
this collective thinking made available a remarkable sensitivity to changing market conditions 
and the ability to be proactive where competitors were often evidently reactive.

We then honed the efficiency of the monthly meetings themselves. For every item on our 
agenda I required the presenter or lead to explain why they wanted the consideration, and 
what he or she would like the rest of the team to do. The intention usually was either to 
inform people (in which case a quick walk-through a handout designed to be read later was 
significantly better than a 45-minute PowerPoint slide presentation), to ask others’ views about 
a decision he or she was going to make, to delegate a decision for others to make, or to seek 
a consensus in the room for a way forward. This simplified roles and led to clear deci-
sion-making. It was intended to be a learning organisation and became one. Also, for each 
three-day gathering we secured a different and impressive dinner guest speaker with an unusual 
knowledge, talent or achievement that would broaden the imagination and skills of the team.

Privately I had been introducing Dialogic skills to the leader before introducing them to 
the group. We incorporated these skills into the design of each meeting, and a reflection after-
wards on how the meeting had gone. In addition to the Deep Cut interview I had done with 
him, I undertook a facilitated 360-degree leadership review with his peers, seniors and direct 
reports. The leader’s style changed, his confidence grew and the team and business thrived. He 
is now one of the most senior leaders in the multinational and no longer considers himself an 
outsider. Of course I thrived too. What an opportunity to devise ways to establish a Dialogic 
Organisation that did not suffer the usual limitations of fragmentation – at least within the 
Leadership Team. I had not by that time had the chance to work with a whole organisation 
in depth.

In Closing

There are other Working Cases that inform my thinking, and I will list a few to show the 
breadth and relevance of Professional Dialogue in organisations: A $5bn technology joint 
venture between two high-performing companies that was stalling on the basis that each 
knew their own proven (but different) methods were the right and necessary way to proceed; 
a failing English prison that was transformed into the highest performing local prison in the 
country; an Asian Scientific dispute that nearly cost several top executives their careers; a 
multinational China Business Forum and a six-year whole system change initiative in a US 
statewide government agency of over 13,000 employees. 

 These Working Cases may all appear to be different. The point to emphasise, however, is 
the saving grace. Fragmentation in the world may seem so extensive that it is beyond repair. 
But the pervasive fragmentation of consciousness is a singular phenomenon and each apparently 
unique manifestation can be addressed in the same essential way. We now have a reasonable 
understanding of what is involved, and that is what I am referring to as Professional Dialogue.
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